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ABSTRACT: The rapid development of machine learning has proven its potential in
material science. To acquire an accurate and promising result, the choice of descriptor plays
an essential role in dictating the model performance. In this work, we introduce a set of novel
descriptors, Element Code, which is generated from pseudopotential. Using a variational
autoencoder to perform unsupervised learning, the produced Element Code is verified to
contain representative information on elements. Attributed to the successful extraction of
information from pseudopotential, Element Code can serve as the primary descriptor for the
machine learning model. We construct a model using Element Code as the sole descriptor to
predict the bandgap of a lead-free double halide perovskite, and an accuracy of 0.951 and
mean absolute error of 0.266 eV are achieved. We believe our work can offer insights into
selecting lead-free halide perovskites and establish a paradigm of exploring new materials.

Recently, the astonishing growth of machine learning (ML)
has drawn enormous attention. Machine learning has

successfully solved some issues in images, languages, and
games,1−4 for which it is challenging to define explicit
functions to achieve the goal. The triumph of machine
learning is attributed to a delicately designed neural net-
work,5−8 which can extract features at various levels and
discern any obscure clues that may be indistinguishable to
humans. In the field of material science, powerful machine
learning techniques can be applied to the high-throughput
prediction of material properties.9,10 Nowadays, this kind of
task is mainly carried out by density function theory (DFT)
calculation, starting from pseudopotential to obtain the
properties of targeted materials. However, it takes time and
high-end hardware to execute DFT calculation.
On the other hand, the machine-learning-based method can

provide a timely efficient strategy. Although the data set
preparation and model building may be time-consuming, the
prediction process is rather fast. In other words, once the
model training process is complete, it only takes a few seconds
to get the prediction done. Therefore, combining a machine-
learning-based strategy with a DFT calculation can accelerate
the search of new materials. Machine learning can be a
powerful tool to carry out a preliminary screening before
executing a DFT calculation and material synthesis. As a result,
it provides another route to narrow down the candidate pool
and facilitate the discovery of potential materials.
As a proof of concept, Wang et al. used an ML strategy to

screen out several potential compounds as the active layer in
perovskite solar cells from excessive possible combinations of

elements.11 The well-developed gradient boosting regression,
supporting vector regression, and kernel ridge regression
algorithms were employed to facilitate the precise prediction of
material properties. A variety of similar works were reported to
demonstrate how ML can facilitate the search of adequate
materials.12−16

To further raise the accuracy and versatility of ML model,
Xie et al. built a sophisticated neural network to learn chemical
information and extract structural characteristics from
crystalline compounds.17 The architecture of their model
(CGCNN) originated from the graph convolution network to
portrait the relation of atoms and bondings in crystalline
compounds. With the power of the graph convolution network,
CGCNN was able to achieve an accurate prediction on
numerous properties, spanning from thermodynamic, elec-
tronic, to mechanic. Later on, Ong et al. constructed a graph-
convolution-network-based universal model (MEGNet) that
can handle both the molecular and crystalline compounds.18

The model was delicately designed so it can learn the chemical
structure expression by updating parameters of atoms and
bonds mutually. In addition, environmental conditions can also
be taken into consideration. The MEGNet can perform a state-
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of-the-art prediction on both molecular and crystalline
materials.
Most of the works focused on the establishment of a

workflow pipeline and neural network model. However, for an
ML model to perform a reliable prediction, the input
descriptors also play a critical role. For instance, Chang et al.
found that when it comes to formation energy, choosing
electronegativity and ionic radius would get better results while
choosing the highest occupied atomic level and orbital radius
as input descriptors can lead to better performance when
focusing on bandgap.19 The descriptors frequently selected for
the prediction of material properties include atomic number,
atomic radius, electron affinity, electronegativity, ionization
energy, highest occupied atomic level, lowest unoccupied
atomic level, and so on. One of the interesting things is that
basically all those descriptors can be viewed as some kinds of
morphisms of electron density distribution, which is the sole
“descriptor” when processing a DFT calculation. Therefore, it
would be interesting to study if the electron density
distribution can serve as an efficient descriptor for an ML
model to handle the material science tasks.
In this report, in order to transform electron density

distribution into numerical values that can be subsequently fed
into an ML model as a descriptor, we used an unsupervised
ML neural network to automatically extract representative
values from the electron density distribution of each element.
With the construction of various models, values containing
information with various patterns were generated. We
generated four sets of representative values, named as Element
Codes, by defining four different variational related loss
functions in ML model. The generated Element Codes showed
a strong correlation with the pattern of the periodic table. After
the successful extraction of representative Element Codes, we
evaluated their performance as descriptors to predict various
material properties. Also, we demonstrated that highly accurate
predictions were achieved using Element Code as the primary
descriptor in an ML model. As a proof of the concept, a
bandgap predicting ML model trained on inorganic halide
double perovskites was established, obtaining an AUC score of
0.951 and an MAE of 0.266 eV. This paved a path to efficiently
explore potential candidates in energy conversion application.
In the DFT calculation, the concept of pseudopotential is

introduced to alleviate the expensive cost of complex
computation. The pseudopotential is created with the criteria
to describe the most critical part of an atom accurately, which
is the distribution of valence electrons. On the other hand, the
distribution of core electrons is moderately simplified. A good
pseudopotential can strike a balance between complexity and
accuracy. In our experiment, we chose PseudoDojo, an open-
source community-maintained repository for norm-conserving
pseudopotential,20,21 to extract representative element descrip-
tors. The PseudoDojo provides 85 elements, containing H in
the first period to Rn in the sixth period, with their
systematically validated pseudopotentials. The pseudopotential
for the GGA-PBE exchange-correlation function with standard
accuracy was selected. Data provided by PseudoDojo,
including charge density and potential versus radius, were
used as the representative of the elements. The numerical
element descriptors were extracted from charge density and
locale potential by constructing a neural-network-based
autoencoder.
In ML theory, the training task can generally be categorized

into two types.22 One is the supervised learning task, where we

have a manually labeled target during the ML model training
process. The other is the unsupervised learning, where we have
no idea about the label for the training data set. We hope that
the ML model can learn the label from data set by itself.
Extracting the representative values from pseudopotential
belongs to the unsupervised learning. To achieve our objective,
we constructed a neural-network-based autoencoder. The
working principle of autoencoder is similar to the encoding
and decoding procedure.23,24 For the encoding part, the model
would receive original data as an input and distill the
information by passing the data through a bottleneck-like
structure. Afterward, the original data became compressed,
containing limited information, often regarded as code. For the
decoding part, the model would use the code as an input and
manage to reconstruct the original data. Ideally, if the
reconstructed data is identical to the original data, it can be
assessed that the code must capture some essence of the
original data. In other words, the compressed data can roughly
represent the original data.
The schematic diagram of the autoencoder is shown in

Figure 1. The data flew from left to right. The original data for

each element included charge density and locale potential,
comprising 1024 data points. The total data points could be
viewed as one specific data point located in 1024-dimensional
space. The encoder would consume the original data and
transform it into another data point in low-dimensional space.
In our model, for the sake of intuitive visualization, we set the
target dimension as two. Then, the compressed two-dimen-
sional data point was fed into the decoder, which was trained
to reconstruct as close to the original data as possible. To
improve the reproducibility and information extraction in
various ways, we imposed constraints on the model so that the
model needed to follow specific criteria to produce codes. This
kind of autoencoder is called a “variational autoencoder”
(VAE).25

Depending on the constraints, the code extracted from the
original data can have completely different characteristics.
Therefore, we generated four sets of codes from three
distinguished VAEs, an evidence lower bound VAE (ELBO
VAE),25 a maximum mean discrepancy VAE (MMD
VAE),26,27 and a vector quantized VAE (VQ VAE).28 We
wanted to compare the pattern of codes extracted from various
VAEs and evaluated the performance when various codes
served as descriptors for an ML model.
After a training process of 100 epochs, the reconstruction

error from each VAE is below 0.007 per data point, suggesting

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of variational autoencoder (VAE) to
extract Element Code from pseudopotential. The charge density and
potential are taken as input data and fed into the encoder. The output
is a two-dimensional Element Code, which serves as the input of the
decoder. The objective of the decoder is to reconstruct charge density
and potential as close as possible with respect to the input of the
encoder.
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the successful extraction of representative code. The obtained
Element Codes concerning various VAEs are shown in Figure
2.
For ELBO VAE, the constraint was defined so that the

distribution of Element Code was supposed to approximate a
Gaussian distribution (Figure 2a), and the objective loss
function was set as eq 1.25

θ= [− ϕ | ] + [ | ]ϕ |L E KL(q (z x) p(z)) E E logp (x z)ELBO pdata(x) pdata(x) q (z x)

(1)

For MMD VAE, the distribution of Element Code was
assigned to approach specific distribution as well (Figure 2b),
and eq 2 was used to assess the objective loss.27

ϕ θ= + [ | ]− ϕ |L MMD(q (z) p(z)) E E logp (x z)MMD VAE pdata(x) q (z x) (2)

For VQ VAE, instead of being a continuous distribution, the
Element Code was limited to some quantized values, which
were learned during training. The objective loss function was
defined as eq 3.28

β θ= [ ] − + − [ ] + [ | ]− ϕ |L sg z z z sg z E E logp (x z)VQ VAE q
2

q

2

pdata(x) q (z x)

(3)

In the experiment, we designated a 10 by 10 quantized grid
mesh for a total of 85 elements. However, when inspecting the
results, there was some Element Code being allocated at the
same grid point, which indicated the lack of ability to
distinguish the difference between certain elements. Therefore,
the values before quantization were also preserved as another
set of Element Code, named as VQ_o (Figure 2c), compared
to VQ_q (Figure 2d), the one after quantization.
Because we designated Element Codes as two-dimensional

data points, we were able to observe the encoding results when
various loss functions were used. The visualization outcomes
are shown in Figure 2. We represented the data points using a
deep purple to light yellow gradient color bar to correspond
with the increasing atomic number from hydrogen to radon. It
was noticed that the arrangement of Element Codes had a lot
to do with the atomic number. For MMD- and VQ-based
VAEs, the arrangement could even be considered as a periodic
table mapped in two-dimensional space. The sequence of
Element Codes not only followed the order of atomic number
but also exhibited a periodic feature. The result was not
surprising, since the pseudopotentials that were introduced to

Figure 2. Element Codes derived from the same set of pseudopotential using various algorithms. (a) Evidence lower bound (ELBO), (b) maximum
mean discrepancy (MMD), (c) vector quantized before embedding (VQ_o), (d) vector quantized after embedding (VQ_q). The color bar is used
to represent elements with various atomic numbers.
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generate Element Codes contained the fundamental properties
of each element. This kind of elemental descriptor, showing a
pattern that strongly coincides with the periodic table, has
never been reported before.
The four kinds of Element Codes derived from pseudopo-

tential were used as descriptors of an ML model to estimate
their performance. Because the Element Codes belonged to the
compositional descriptor, it would be rather straightforward to
apply Element Codes on tasks where compositional degrees of
freedom were restricted. We chose the inorganic perovskite
oxides with the general formula of ABO3 as the platform and
built a simple model to make prediction of formation energy
(Ef) and band gap (Eg). The material properties of inorganic
perovskite oxides can be significantly influenced by the
material composition and crystalline structure, making it a
challenge to accurately predict Ef and Eg.

29 In the work
reported by Morgan et al., 1900 samples were taken to train
the model, and they achieved a root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of 0.028 eV/atom using 70 element related
descriptors.30 In the recent work lead by Liu et al., a
progressive learning method was introduced.31 After the
feature generation and feature reduction process, a total of
26 descriptors was fed into the model to achieve accuracy with
a mean square error (MSE) of 0.268 eV, or mean absolute
error (MAE) of 0.381 eV, on the prediction of Eg.
We acquired the inorganic perovskite oxides data set from

the Open Quantum Material Database (OQMD), one of the
abundant community-maintained online data sets.31−33 The
compounds consisting of elements beyond the scope of our
Element Code were filtered out (details in the Supporting
Information). The remaining 1400 compounds were split with
a train-test ratio of 80:20. The gradient boosting strategy
served as the algorithm.34,35 We randomly generated 50 sets of
Element Codes for each algorithm, using them as the sole
descriptors to predict the material properties of ABO3. In this
specific system, we only explored the possible combinations of
A and B site atoms. Therefore, when constructing the ML
model, we simply needed four descriptors, the two-dimen-
sional Element Codes for A and B site atoms. The preliminary
result is shown in Figure 3. From the figure, it can be observed
that VQ_q exhibited a higher error rate and less reproducible
result. However, when using ELBO, MMD, and VQ_o to

predict Ef and Eg, an MAE of 0.15 eV/atom and 0.57 eV were
achieved, respectively. Among them, Element Code derived
from VQ_o algorithm performed with the best accuracy,
reaching a preliminary result with averaged MAE of 0.144 eV/
atom and 0.578 eV when predicting Ef and Eg, respectively.
To further understand the predicting power of various

Element Codes, we inspected the correlation matrix between
each Element Code and some common properties of elements,
as shown in Figure 4. It was found that the Element Codes

extracted from pseudopotential could easily capture the
essence of some essential characteristics such as atomic
number, radius, mass, density, and the period. For the Element
Code derived using ELBO algorithm, the loss function
encouraged the code to maximize the likelihood of a Gaussian
distribution. Therefore, the information acquired from
pseudopotential was evenly allocated to each dimension. On
the contrary, for MMD- and VQ-based Element Codes, the
information pertaining to basic element properties was stored
in a certain dimension in a biased manner, leading to a high
correlation factor in one dimension and a very low correlation
factor in the other. Because both dimensions are required to

Figure 3. Performance of different Element Codes as descriptors to predict the formation energy (Ef) and band gap (Eg) of ABO3 perovskite from
the OQMD database.

Figure 4. Correlation matrix between Element Codes and some basic
element properties, including atomic number, atomic radius (R),
electron affinity (Ea), ionization energy (Ei), melting temperature
(Tm), boiling temperature (Tb), atomic mass, and period.
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reach a low reconstruction loss when generating Element
Codes from VAE, we speculated that some hidden features
were embedded in the other dimension for MMD- and VQ-
based Element Codes. Efficiently storing required information
in both dimensions made MMD- and VQ_o-based Element
Codes to perform as superior descriptors as compared to the
ELBO-based one.
It is worth noting that using pseudopotential derived

Element Codes to correctly depict electron affinity was
challenging. For MMD-based Element Code, the correlation
factors of both dimensions were 0.11 and 0.02, while VQ-based
Element Code had a correlation higher than 0.1 in both
dimensions. Successfully grasping the nature in the weak
properties caused VQ-based Element Code to possess better
predicting power than the MMD-based Element Code. When
comparing VQ_o and VQ_q derived Element Code, it was
intuitive to understand the inferior performance of VQ_q due
to its many-to-one relation for some elements, making it
impossible for VQ_q Element Code to distinguish any
difference between those elements.
After demonstrating VQ_o as an effective algorithm to

generate Element Code, we used VQ_o as the descriptor and
fine-tuned the hyperparameters of the model to further
enhance predicting power. We attempted to use as less
descriptors as possible to predict the material properties. The
powerful gradient boosting regression method was chosen to
perform the training. The hyperparameters, such as learning
rate, number of estimators, and maximum depth, were
explored to minimize the loss. After training on data set of
1400 ABO3 compounds, a decent prediction could be made on
both Ef and Eg. The results are summarized in Figure 5 and
Table 1. When predicting the Ef and Eg of ABO3, an MAE of

0.077 eV/atom and 0.349 eV were achieved respectively, using
five descriptors (Element Code of A and B site atoms and
volume). Compared to other literature, where such a precise
prediction can only be obtained using more than 10
descriptors, our result strongly implied that using the Element
Code as a descriptor can facilitate the rapid search of mapping
between descriptor and target material properties.
After verifying Element Codes as efficient descriptors to

achieve a highly accurate prediction, our final step was to apply
them as the sole descriptors to explore possible candidates for
the application in lead-free halide perovskite photovoltaics.
Lead halide perovskite (chemical formula of ABX3, with B
being Pb and X composed of Cl, Br, or I) photovoltaics have
been demonstrated as a promising technique to harvest energy
from solar irradiance.36−39 In a short period of one decade, vast
studies of lead halide perovskites have made unprecedented
progress of power conversion efficiency, from 3.8 to more than
25%.40−43 However, there are some unsolved issues prohibit-
ing the commercialization of lead halide perovskite solar cells.
One of the largest obstacles is possible contamination from
toxic lead-based compounds. To tackle this issue, research
topics about searching for a suitable substitution for lead
become more and more popular.44−46 Recently, a new
approach has been proposed to achieve a lead-free halide
perovskite by introducing a double perovskite.47,48 The
chemical formula of a double perovskite is A2(B1)(B2)X6,
featuring an alternative arrangement of corner-sharing (B1)X6
and (B2)X6 octahedral units. Here, we used Element Code as
the only descriptor and trained a model consisting of a
classifier and a regressor to predict the bandgap of inorganic
double perovskite. The data set of an inorganic double
perovskite was obtained from the result of a high-throughput
simulation with DFT in a previous work.49 A total number of
2400 compounds was used to train and evaluate the model,
with 20% reserved as the testing set (details in the Supporting
Information). The model performance on the testing set is
shown in Figure 6. First, a classifier was trained to distinguish if
a compound belongs to a metal (no finite bandgap) or
semiconductor (with finite bandgap). This was achieved using
gradient boosted decision trees as the classification algorithm.
The effectiveness of classifier can be examined by the receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) curve. The area under the ROC
curve (AUC) reached 0.951 (Figure 6a), indicating successful
classification of a semiconductor with Element Code. After-
ward, a regressor was trained to predict the bandgap of those

Figure 5. Training results using VQ_o-based Element Code as a descriptor after optimization of hyperparameters. The left figure shows the
difference between the prediction and ground truth of Ef. The right one shows the prediction result of Eg. The blue-colored scatters belong to the
training set, and the orange-colored ones belong to the testing set.

Table 1. Performance of ML Model When Predicting Ef and
Eg of ABO3 Compoundsa

property unit ref31 this work

Ef eV/atom 0.087 (24) 0.077 (4 + 1)
Eg eV 0.381 (26) 0.349 (4 + 1)

aThe MAE of the testing set is shown in the table. The number in
parentheses indicates the amount of descriptors used to achieve such
a performance. In our work, we use Element Code as the main
descriptors (total amount of four is needed to describe A and B site
atoms by Element Code). Using this strategy, only one additional
descriptor is provided to achieve high accuracy.
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regarded as semiconductors. A train-test split ratio of 80% was
used. After training, the mean absolute error of 0.266 eV was
obtained on the testing set (Figure 6b). Compared to the
mean absolute error between density function theory
calculation and experimental values, which can be as high as
0.6 eV,50 our result strongly suggested that an efficient and
accurate prediction was made based on Element Code. Finally,
a survey of bandgap was done on Cs2(B1)(B2)I6 compounds
by the well-trained model. The potential inorganic double
perovskites can be created by replacing Pb with monovalent
and trivalent cations. Therefore, we selected representative
monovalent and trivalent cations as B1 and B2, respectively,
and examined every possible combination to explore possible
candidates. The result is shown in Figure 6c. We fixed the A
and X elements as Cs and I, respectively, and focused on the
potential substitution for Pb. According to the prediction,
compounds with B1 consisting of Cu, Ag, and Tl and B2
consisting of Sc, Y, and Bi have a high possibility to form the
desired double perovskite exhibiting finite bandgap, which can
serve in the photovoltaic devices.
When setting up an ML model, an appropriate selection and

engineering of the descriptor are paramount to the final
predicting performance. In material science, there are many
general descriptors, including atomic number, radius, ioniza-
tion energy, electronegativity, electron affinity, and so on. It
usually takes 10 or more descriptors for the model to achieve
satisfactory accuracy. In our work, we derived a new set of
descriptors, named as Element Codes, by feeding a
pseudopotential through a variational autoencoder. Various
algorithms were applied on a variational autoencoder to
generate Element Codes with various patterns, and their
performance as descriptors was compared. Using the best
performing vector quantized Element Code as the sole
descriptor, we constructed an ML model showing high
accuracy with much fewer descriptors than reported in the
literature. This can be attributed to the effectiveness of
Element Code to encompass fundamental element features.
Therefore, we believe Element Code generated from
pseudopotential can be served as an efficient descriptor for
ML model to solve a wide range of material science tasks.
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